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NCAR RESEARCHERS PROBE STRATOSPHERE

Boulder, Colorado---At the unlikely hour of 1:00 a.m. on May 5 in the pre-dawn

darkness of the N e w  Mexico desert a glimmering balloon was launched from Holloman 

Air ForceBase. The 600 foot tall balloon, the largest ever launched from Holloman, 

bore a sophisticated atmospheric measuring system to an altitude of 41 kilometers 

(nearly 26 miles) to be tested in the near-space environment at that altitude, prior 

to its launch into real space aboard NASA's Nimbus G satellite.

The device is LACATE (Lower Atmospheric Composition and Temperature Experiment), 

designed to provide information on a large volume of the stratospheric atmosphere in 

the most detail ever achieved. LACATE's purpose aboard the Nimbus G will be to make 

remote measurements of temperature and the concentrations of ozone, water vapor, 

oxides of nitrogen, nitric acid, methane and aerosols. The technique for such re

mote observations was developed by John Gille, head of the Upper Atmosphere Project 

at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Colorado. Other 

scientists working closely with him on the project, which is supported by the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the National Science 

Foundation (NSF), are James Russell of NASA's Langley Research Center, Paul Baily 

of NCAR, Richard Craig of Florida State University and Fred House of Drexel U n i v e r 

sity.

The new technique for remote measurement will use a satellite-born instrument 

aimed across the earth's limb —  the edge of the planet as seen from space--at a 

tangent to the earth's surface. This tangential view through the earth's atmos

phere at the limb will observe 60 times as much gas as any vertical viewing path 

could. The remote measurements of the infrared radiation emitted by various gases 

in the upper atmosphere will help give scientists a detailed understanding of 

stratosphere.

According to Gille, "Accurate remote inference of temperature and trace con

stituents in the atmosphere is a very difficult experimental task. During the 

LACATE flight on the balloon, a number of NCAR scientists gathered data from
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meteorological rockets, from other smaller balloons and from two different 

aircraft. By comparing their various sets of data, w e  will get a real idea of 

the quality and accuracy of our remote measurements." The balloon launch was 

scheduled at this time to take advantage of a pattern of wind reversal above 

40 kilometers, which keeps the balloon within telemetry range so that all the 

simultaneous measurements can be recorded on the ground.

The coordinated set of measurements made on May 5 will enable researchers 

to better understand the interactions of trace gases and aerosols in the 

stratosphere. The stratosphere has come under increasing scientific scrutiny 

because its ozone layer is known to filter out harmful ultraviolet radiation 

from the sun. By fitting together the data gathered from the rocket flights, 

balloon borne sensors and measurements made from specially instrumented air

craft all the participating scientists hope to be able to detail the little 

understood stratospheric region. Such knowledge is necessary to evaluating 

the impact of man's activities - such as high flying aircraft - on the strat

osphere as well as understanding the role the stratosphere plays in maintain

ing our planet's climate. Gille said, "This represents a unique opportunity 

to closely examine a large part of the stratosphere and the day's experiments 

went so well that, after more than 10 hours of floating, the balloon came 

down within 20 miles of the site from which it was launched."
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